Main Entry Door Canopy

Kit is designed to fit: **G650 - C - 1 - B** (Blue)

**Gulfstream G650**

Engine Model: RR - BR-725 - A1-12

**CANOPY DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **P/N** G650-C-1-B (Blue)
- Frame - Stainless Steel Tubing
- Fabric - Sunbrella
- Header - Red Thermoformed Plastic / Delrin
- Height - 42.0" Stowed position
- Width - 8.0" Stowed position
- Depth - 5.0" Stowed position
- Weight - 8.0 Lbs. each
- Attachment - Top Delrin Receivers
- Attachment - Blkhd Clear Polycarbonate / Rubber
  - Aluminum Toggle Lock
- Attachment - Lower Polycarbonate Clips / Adj. webbing
- Carry Bag - Breathable mesh, loops for vertical storage
- Options - Colors, N Numbers & Logos

Tech Note: No drilling is required for the installation and/or operation of any Jet \ Brella Inlet, Exhaust, or Canopy